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The matter was submitted

I The official transcript is cited as (TR -1; Joint Exhibits, Employer Exhibits, and Union Exhibits
are cited as (JX -1,(EX -1 and (UX~.

7.1 The management of the Company and its business and the direction of
its working forces are vested exclusively in the Company, and this includes,
but is not limited to, the following: to direct and supervise the work of its
employees, to hire, promote, demote, transfer, suspend and discipline or
discharge employees for just cause; ...

CONSEQUENCES TO DRNERS ENGAGING IN CONDUCT
PROHmITED BY THE FEDERAL HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION'S
DRUG USE AND ALCOHOL MISUSE RULES
If they [employees] fail to follow the treatment as prescribed by the
Medical Review Qfficer / Substance Abuse Professional they will be
considered to have a second positive test and they will be discharged.

I agree to fully participate in and complete any and all rehabilitation and
after-care programs prescribed by the MRO/SAP and promptly cooperate
in the timely compliance with all his instructions.
I further agree to fully comply with the terms and conditions of any
prescribed rehabilitation program(s) whether or not I have executed a
written contract with the provider.

I understand that failure to fully meet any of the terms set forth above with
[sic] result in disciplinary action, up to and including discharge.

M,

commenced the Ohlhoff treatment program in early February, 2002.3

He was

required to attend relapse prevention meetings, including one on Wednesday evening, March 27.

REMINDER:

We will not have family group tomorrow night due to the
fact that it is Passover. All men that are required to attend family group
Im!!l attend an alon meeting. If you are mandated to go to relapse
prevention Wednesday night, you can go to an ALANON mtg later in the
week -just make sure it's documented (signed) & give it back to me. If you
don't have to go to relapse prevention you must go to Alanon on
Wednesday nightl
M

.testified that he found the entry confusing and interpreted it to mean that the relapse

At the arbitration hearing, Jaeger-Skigan gave the following explanation for the entry: On
Wednesday, March 27, there normally would have been both a family group meeting and a relapse
prevention meeting, some residents would attend both. She cancelled the family meeting because
of Passover. She wanted the participants in the fanlily meeting to attend an Alanon meeting, instead.
She knew that there was an Alanon meeting off-site, on March 27, and thought that if residents
attended that off-site meeting, they would not be able to return to the facility in time to attend the
relapse prevention meeting. The intent of her entry was to advise residents required to attend both
the family group meeting and the relapse prevention meeting that they could make up the family
group meeting by attending an Alanon meeting later in the week (TR 98-100). Given this
explanation, the entry was not intended for M

l at all, because he was not required to participate

in family group meetings and the cancellation of the family group meeting had no impact on him.
Instead of going to the relapse prevention meeting, on Wednesday, March 27, M

went

to Oakland to sign a return to work agreement with Watson, so that he could resume working at
PG&E. He returned to Ohlhoff at about 10:30 p.m., and learned that he had been terminated from
the Ohlhoffprogram for missing the relapse meeting that evening (TR 82-83).
On April 1, Olsen advised Watson that M
program. Olsen told Watson that M

had been discharged from the Ohlhoff

was the only resident who missed the relapse prevention

meeting on March 27. After reviewing the log book entry, Watson concluded that M

had failed

to comply with his prescribed treatment program. According to Watson, as an experienced
participant in substance abuse programs, M

should have sought advice from his fellow

residents or the counselor if he was confused by the entry (TR 61-66). Watson reviewed his
conclusions with Smith and Kunert, both of whom agreed that M<

had failed to comply with the

program and should be terminated.

However, at the time they made this decision, Kunert had not

seen the entry in question, and it is unclear whether Smith had seen it (TR 31, 54).
M

successfully re-applied for admission to the Ohlhoffresidential

dated June 7, Ohlhoffinformed

program. By letter

PG&E that Ohlhoffhad determined not to discharge M

the program and had instead transferred him to the re-entry program (UX 1). On October 17, M

from
.

successfully completed the six-month residential treatment program (UX 2).

PG&E bears the burden of proving that
to constitute just cause for the termination.

engaged in misconduct sufficiently severe

The fact that M

had signed a return to work

agreement specifically requiring him to complete a prescribed substance. abuse program· does not
vitiate the just cause requirement of the CBA. However, the negotiated substance abuse program,
including Letter Agreement 95-31, and the practices of the Parties with respect to employees who
fail to complete required substance abuse treatment programs, must be taken into account in
assessing whether there was just cause for the termination.
PG&E takes the position that it is entitled to terminate employees who fail to comply with
drug treatment programs after they test positive for drugs. PG&E argues in it's post-hearing brief
that the Parties never have second guessed the decisions made by SAPs or the MRO, nor have they
examined the facts surrounding a decision that an employee failed to comply with a prescribed
substance abuse treatment program.

Strict compliance with the terms of drug treatment programs

is a hallmark of those programs. The programs are heavily structured, similar toa "boot camp," and
non-compliance with rules that might seem "petty" to an outsider might be the "main rules" for the
treatment program. SAPs impose such rules because residents need to learn to resist acting on their
7

Q: [Mr. Dalzell] If you were a member of the relapse prevention
Wednesday night meeting, what would you take [the entry] to mean?

A: I would ask Beth. I would ask another resident.
counselor.

I would ask another

Q: Okay. And if you asked Beth and Beth told you, "There's the list of the
Alanon meetings, just go to one of those," what would you then do?
A: I'd go to the Alanon meeting. . .. Let me just clarify one thing. If we
just look at this [entry], it is confusing. It is ambiguous. So, whenever
there's anything - when I've worked in treatment programs, we've always
said that if there's something confusing, ask a counselor for clarification
verbally.
Q: Okay. Let's assume that Mr. M "_ did ask Beth, and she pointed out
the list of the Alanon meetings and said, "Pick one of them." You would
then go to the Alanon meeting?

Q. "If you are mandated to go to relapse prevention, you can go to an
Alanon meeting later in the week." Is that ambiguous, to you?
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